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Introduction
Today, successful marketing campaigns need to be multi-channel to catch the attention of 
potential customers as audience numbers decline in traditional media and digital marketing 
becomes increasingly complex. That’s why all of our ‘ready-to-go’ marketing campaigns are 
available in a variety of formats, from advertorials to emails.
Ultraframe recognises the importance of using your brand - particularly locally - to build awareness. With this in mind, many of our 
marketing materials can be personalised to include your company colours, logo, contact details and text. 

Consumer’s attention spans are also decreasing, so you’ll find some attention grabbing headlines on all our new point of sale 
materials, plus easy to understand icons to explain the Ultraframe products. 
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All of the marketing materials within this directory can be accessed by registering for our Cuckoo 
online marketing support centre. Through this online portal you can create bespoke brochures, 
send emails to your target customers and access samples and images.
Once you have registered your business you will be able to manage all of your Ultraframe marketing requirements in one place. This 
will make it easier to review current and past orders, as well as making repeat ordering quicker. If you can’t find what you are looking 
for, need individual artwork files or need any help with your marketing, please call us on 01200 452900 or 
email marketing@ultraframe.co.uk

Using our Cuckoo system you can:
• Design your own brochures - create your own range of 

personalised brochures, point of sale materials and leaflets. 
These can be designed using your own images or our 
extensive library of assets to make a printed item bespoke 
to your business. Cuckoo will automatically personalise the 
items for you with your logo and contact details.

 Once you’ve created your bespoke brochure, you also have 
the option to download it as a pdf free of charge. This fully 
bespoke pdf brochure is ideal for adding to your website or 
to email out with quotes.

• Order standard brochures - use the Cuckoo online 
ordering system to order our standard range of brochures, 
point of sale materials and leaflets. 

• Marketing campaigns – let Cuckoo add your details to our 
proven, ready-to-go marketing campaigns and you’re ready 
to go!

Gaining access 
to Cuckoo
All of our marketing materials are available 
to order or download from Cuckoo where 
you can discover prices and specify 
quantity requirements. 
Please contact the marketing team for a username and 
password by emailing marketing@ultraframe.co.uk. Once 
your account is active you’ll soon be on your way to 
personalising, downloading and ordering your bespoke 
marketing materials. 

Your online marketing support centre

• Order samples - choose from our wide range of samples, 
including cases and showroom stands.

• Image Library - access our extensive library of 
conservatory and extension images which are sorted 
by style and system. These are ideal to be used within 
brochures, websites and your social media.

• Send personalised bulk emails - using our email templates 
or by uploading one of your own, you will be able to bulk-
send emails to your target customers. To ensure GDPR 
compliance, your email data is fully secure and only visible 
by your business. Our reporting system will allow you to see 
how many emails were received, opened and clicked

UDAM – 
Ultraframe’s image 
and document 
library 
Ultraframe’s Digital Asset Management System (UDAM) is a 
single resource which houses all of our images, brochures, 
videos and documents. Using our simple search facility, you 
can search through our extensive library to find what you need, 
e.g. ‘green conservatory’. Should you wish to use UDAM, please 
contact our marketing department on 01200 452900 or email 
marketing@ultraframe.co.uk and we will set you up with a 
username and password.

COMING SOON 
APRIL 2019

In the meantime, please contact 
marketing@ultraframe.co.uk for all 
your requirements.
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Sales App
You only get one chance to make a first 
impression, so make sure your sales process is 
as professional as possible by using our sales 
app.
Designed to assist your sales team on home visits, the app 
allows the user to quickly access information about the entire 
range of Ultraframe products and view brochures and virtual 
reality tours – and best of all; you don’t even need internet 
access. 

View, download and email* brochures to your customers and 
view virtual reality tours! - and best of all you don’t even need 
internet access.

The virtual reality tours are a fantastic tool to really help a 
homeowner envisage how every aspect of their conservatory 
or extension could look – from the floor, right up to the all-
important roof. Twelve different virtual reality tours are available, 
showing many different styles of conservatories and extensions. 
Plus you can further enhance the user experience by purchasing 
virtual reality goggles from our online marketing centre.

* An email will be sent when 
the device gets internet 
access.

Everything you need at 
your fingertips

Installer App
A tool for your whole business to use!
The Ultraframe installer app is specifically designed to help with 
all the information that you need to design, survey and install 
Ultraframe roofs. Easy for fitters to use on site, the app is a great 
tool to assist with installation queries using videos and guides.

Use the installer app to:
• Search by roof type to find information
• Watch installation videos to help you on site
•     View or download retail, technical and installation brochures
• Receive push notifications so you always have the most up to 

date technical files and information
•   Send documents and videos to other members of your team or 

customers

Virtual reality goggles
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Virtual Reality Tours
Our virtual reality (VR) tours and 360 degree photography can be added to your website to allow visitors to really experience how 
their conservatory or extension could look using on a tablet / PC, by looking around every angle of the conservatory, from the floor 
right up to the roof. 

•  Free to qualifying customers
•  Fully immersive VR tours for your website in 12 different styles 
• VR transports viewers inside the room, allowing them to look around 

wherever they want
•  Improve your website SEO by keeping people on your website longer, 

which in turn will improve the quality  and quantity of your leads
•  Visitors can click on ‘information hotspots’ to be shown more information 

about the products, or even shown a video! 
•  Click on the ‘external view’ button to have a look at the outside of the 

conservatory or extension 
•  Use your own brand colours to integrate seamlessly with your website 
•  Simple installation - we provide you with the code for you to easily insert 

the VR tours onto your website – it only takes minutes to set them live 

Quoting tool 
Increase your online enquiries and lead conversion with our quoting tool from our digital partners, ICAAL. Enhance the quality of 
your online leads, build trust and price condition potential customers to engage with your company for their conservatory, orangery, 
replacement roof or home extension.

• The quoting engine is built for ‘mobile first’ and is fully responsive and 
functional on any type of device including PCs, laptops, tablets and 
smartphones

• We seamlessly embed the system into your website, providing a complete 
customer experience and impressive user journey

• Highly detailed and accurate images to highlight the unique selling points of 
your products

• Add your company logo and set the colour scheme to match your brand 
identity, keeping your site both ‘on-brand’ and ‘on-message’

• Help your SEO by keeping people on your website for longer
• Add your own range of doors and windows too

Website 
We’ve teamed up with our web design agency ICAAL to create a fully custom-
built website design that contains all of the Ultraframe roof products and allows 
you to add your windows, doors and other products! Bring your ideas to life, 
deliver your online objectives and get a website that really works hard for you! 

• Hassle free - no need to brief an agency on Ultraframe products 
• Preferential low price
• Fully optimised with SEO-friendly content 
• You have the ability to add and edit pages 
• Responsive on all devices and latest browsers 
• Ultraframe’s 360 degree VR tours built in 
• A web agency that really knows the industry and has access to all the 

imagery you will need
•   Your own URL

Tools for your own website

Use our ’Ready to go’ marketing campaigns, visit www.ultraframeonline.co.uk
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Ready-to-go 
marketing campaigns

 6 Sheet posters Pull up banners

A5 Double sided leaflet

The conservatory has evolved 
Many homeowners are unaware of how much conservatory technology has changed 
over recent years, and this marketing campaign explains that a conservatory no longer 
has to be a white glass box, but can be more like an orangery or extension if they wish. 
The campaign invites homeowners to re-think the white box and create a thermally 
efficient conservatory extension using the latest colours and conservatory products.

A5 / A4 Advert Advertorial
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Pull up banners A1 Posters

Web banners Facebook headers

Emails

Advertorial

Website banners
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Ready-to-go 
marketing campaigns
A better way to extend
This marketing campaign explains to homeowners the benefits of using a conservatory 
company to build an extension. Put simply it’s ‘a better way to plan, build and live’ when 
extending your home. 

1 A better way to PLAN - the complete team is provided - giving them peace of mind 
from start to finish. 

2 A better way to BUILD - building regulation approved, pre-manufactured 
components give a quick, tidy and fuss-free extension build. 

3 A better way to LIVE – thermally efficient components means lots of glass and 
natural light can be used so that their new space is both warm and bright. 

 6 Sheet posters Pull up banners

Showroom wall graphics

A5 / A4 Adverts
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Pull up banners

Website banners

A1 Posters

Web banners Facebook headers

Emails
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 6 Sheet posters Pull up banners

A5 Double sided leaflets

Showroom wall graphics

A5 / A4 Adverts Advertorial

Ready-to-go 
marketing campaigns
Ultraroof – fall in love
‘Fall in love’ is aimed at people who have fallen out of love with their conservatory or 
inherited an old conservatory when they bought their house and want to give it a new 
lease of life. Old conservatories are often underused, as they are too hot in summer 
or too cold in winter and this marketing campaign invites them to ‘fall in love’ with this 
space again. With Ultraroof they can create a beautifully elegant, thermally efficient 
room that can be used all year round, complete with vaulted ceilings and full length 
glass panels to let the light flood in.
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Pull up banners A1 Posters

Web banners Facebook headers

Emails Website banners
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Retail brochures
A range of high quality brochures designed to help promote Ultraframe products to the homeowner.

A4 Main retail brochure A4 Conservatories retail 
brochure

A4 Replacement roofs A4 Ultrasky aluminium brochure

A5 Clad over leaflet

A4 Certificate of Authenticity

Wintech DVD

Virtual reality goggles
(for use with sales app)

A5 Maintenance handbook

A4 Quantal retail brochure
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Order all your brochure needs, visit www.ultraframeonline.co.uk

Selling aids
A range of selling aids to assist with promoting the range of Ultraframe products. Can 
also be used as leave-behinds for the customer to remind them of the options available.

A4 USP sheets

Trade z fold flyer

Consumer z fold flyer

A5 Flash cards
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Range point of sale

1682 x 1200mm Wall board

Showroom wall graphics

A3 Posters

A4 Cards 
To be used in conjunction with 
showroom wall graphics

Pull up banner
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Ultraroof • Livinroof • Classic Roof    
Ultrasky Roof • Ultrasky Lantern • Ultrasky 
Flat Skylight • Quantal • Outdoor Living

Product specific
marketing materials
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The lightest tiled roof available, Ultraroof is both easy and fast to fit with an unrivalled quality finish and never needs a tie bar - ever. 
The headline draws the customer in, inviting them to find out why Ultraroof is the ‘solid roof that does not disappoint’. The answer – 
replacing a glass roof with a solid roof can make the room seem dark and oppressive, but not with Ultraroof because the full length 
glass panels provide a cost effective and stylish way to project more natural light into the room vs. conventional roof lights. 
For everything you need to know about Ultraroof, including guides and videos, visit www.UR380info.com.

 6 Sheet posters

Pull up banners

Showroom wall graphics

Window sticker
A5 4 Page leaflet

A1 Posters

Ultraroof

A5 Leaflet holder
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Sign in today to see all our marketing materials visit www.ultraframeonline.co.uk

A4 USP sheet

A4 Pricing estimator
Note: Request a copy from 
marketing@ultraframe.co.uk

A4 Main retail brochure A4 Replacement roof A4 Surveying guide A4 Building Regulations

A4 Installation guide

A5  Clad over leaflet

Ultraroof sample 

A5 Flash card (set of 20)

All tile sample

A4 All Tile technical guide A4 All Tile data sheetA4 All Tile installation guide

Ultraroof also is available 
without tiles - add your own 
conventional tiles (e.g. Marley 
modern, Rosemary tiles, Slate 
etc.) as required to match any 
roof type.

All Tile
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Any shape, any size - the most configurable solid roof. Livinroof is the best of both worlds by combining solid roof panels and 
shaped glazing to create stunning roof designs in any conceivable shape or size. At no extra cost, glass panels can be integrated 
virtually anywhere into the design giving natural light where needed. 

Livinroof

 6 Sheet posters

Pull up banners

Showroom wall graphics Window sticker

A5 4 Page leaflet A5 Leaflet holder

Door / van sticker

A1 Posters
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Sign in today to see all our marketing materials visit www.ultraframeonline.co.uk

A4 USP sheet

A5 Flash card (set of 20)

A4 Main retail brochure A4 Replacement roof 
brochure

A4 Technical guide

A4 Building RegulationsA4 Installation guide

A5 Clad over leaflet

Livinroof cut away sample

Livinroof panel hand sampleLivinroof sample case

A4 Price guide
Note: Request a copy from marketing@ultraframe.co.uk
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The original and most loved glazed roof, developed over 35 years and engineered to postcode, the Classic conservatory roofing 
system provides high quality, reliability and is highly configurable - making it the go-to solution for every conceivable glazed roof 
design. Every Classic roof is engineered to the postcode of the site using Ultraframe’s specialist UDesign software to calculate the 
exact snow and wind loadings required.

Classic roof

 6 Sheet posters

Pull up banners

Showroom wall graphics

Door / van sticker A5 4 page leafletsA1 Posters Window sticker A5 Leaflet holder

A5 Double sided 
flyers
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Need to order samples? Visit www.ultraframeonline.co.uk

A4 USP sheet

A5 Flash cards (set of 20)

A4 Pricing guide
Note: Request a copy from 
marketing@ultraframe.co.uk

A4 Main retail brochure A4 Technical guide A4 Installation guide

A4 Classic surveyors guide A4 Classic low pitch lean 
to installation guide

A4 Conservatories retail 
brochure

A4 Classic low pitch lean to 
technical guide

Classic sample case

Classic mini roof sample Spot the difference 
case 2 sample

Spot the difference 
case 3 sample

Spot the difference 
case 1 sample

Classic turntable 
roof sample
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Designed for spectacular spans, the super strong ridge and Ultraspan invisible integrated structural goal post means there are less 
bars, more light and no compromise on design. ‘The ultimate orangery design’ uses the design-led language that appeals to the 
discerning orangery customer.  

Ultrasky roof

 6 Sheet posters

Pull up banners

showroom wall graphics

Door / van sticker

A5 Leaflet holderA4 4 page leaflets

A5 Double sided flyers

Window sticker
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Customise our brochures with your branding visit www.ultraframeonline.co.uk

A1 Posters

A4 Pricing guide
Note: Request a copy from 
marketing@ultraframe.co.uk

A4 Main retail brochure

A4 Installation guideA4 Aluminium brochure A4 Ultraspan installation guide 
& technical overview

Ultrasky Roof sampleA4 USP sheet

A5 Flash cards (set of 20)
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Ultrasky Lantern
The aluminium Ultrasky Lantern can be inserted into a flat roof or traditional orangery deck and is ideal for large builds where the roof 
height is restricted. Using the strongest ridge on the market, Ultrasky has significantly less bars than other lanterns.
The ‘let the light flood in’ headline articulates the benefit of fewer bars and a 25° pitch drawing the optimum amount of natural light 
into the room. 

 6 Sheet posters

Pull up banners

A5 Double sided leaflets

A5 4 page leaflets

Door / van sticker

Window sticker

A5 Leaflet holder

Showroom wall graphics
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Access all our installation guides visit www.ultraframeonline.co.uk

A1 Posters

A4 USP sheet

A5 Flash cards (set of 20)

A4 Price list
Note: Request a copy from 
marketing@ultraframe.co.uk

A4 Installation guide

Ultrasky sample aluminium and PVCu

OR ANGERIES AND EXTENSIONS

LET THE LIGHT FLOOD IN

A4 Main lantern brochure

Showstand sample

A4 Aluminium brochure

A4 Main retail brochure
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Ultrasky Flat Skylight
The Ultrasky Flat Skylight provides an element of contemporary style to extensions and orangery roofs and floods natural light 
into previously dark and gloomy rooms. The ‘simple, stylish, elegance’ headline explains the minimalist, frameless aesthetics of the 
product. 

 6 Sheet posters

Pull up banners

Door / van sticker

Window sticker

A5 Leaflet holder

Showroom wall graphics

The Ultrasky Flat Skylight provides an element of style to 
extension and orangery roofs and fl oods natural light into 
previously dark and gloomy rooms.

SIMPLE,
STYLISH ELEGANCE

A5 Double sided leaflet
A5 4 page leaflets
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LET THE LIGHT FLOOD IN
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Build your own marketing campaign visit www.ultraframeonline.co.uk

A1 Posters

A4 USP sheet

A4 Main retail brochure

Ultrasky Flat Skylight sample

A4 Installation guide  A4 Price guide
Note: Request a copy from 
marketing@ultraframe.co.uk

A5 Flash cards (set of 20)

A4 Aluminium brochure

Ultrasky Flat Skylight stand
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Quantal

 6 Sheet posters

Pull up banners

Showroom wall graphics

Door / van sticker

i m a g i n e  b r i n g i n g 
y o u r  h o m e  t o  l i f e 
w i t h  QUANTAL
The Ultrasky Flat Skylight provides an element of  style 
to extension and orangery roofs. 

WARMEST
Unrivalled thermal 

performance

SAFEST   
The only roof engineered 

to postcode

WEATHER TESTED
Watertight in winds 

up to 130mph

VERSATILE 
The most configurable 

roofing system available

EASIEST 
The simple and most 

intuitive to fit

CUSTOMISE 
Unbeatable range of 

design options

Window sticker

A5 4 Page leaflet

The Quantal aluminium system has an elegant yet contemporary look and a premium powder coated finish. The system has been 
cleverly designed to offer all the versatility of bespoke construction, with the practicality needed for easy installation. Every Quantal 
roof is engineered to the postcode of the site using specialist software to calculate the snow and wind loadings required.

A5 Double sided flyers
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Order showroom point of sale visit www.ultraframeonline.co.uk

A1 Posters

A4 USP sheet

A5 Flash cards (set of 20)

A4 Installation guide A4 Surveyors guide

A4 Quantal retail brochure

LIVING
i n d i v i d u a l
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Outdoor living

A4 Retail brochure

Pergola

A4 Installation guide

Outdoor Living Range

Pergola

Pergola sample

A4 Retail brochure A4 Installation guide

Veranda sample

Veranda

Veranda

Installation Guide
SEPT 2015 | V2

Lean-to Veranda

Veranda
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Enhancements • Cornice • Conservaglass  
Super Insulated Columns • Insulated Pelmet 
Ceil ing Fans • Central Lighting Panel • 
Colour 

Roof upgrades
marketing materials
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Enhancements
When designing a conservatory, enhancements can be used to turn a basic conservatory into something really special. This range 
of point of sale materials can help you explain this to potential customers.  

 6 Sheet posters

Pull up banners

Showroom wall graphics
Door / van 
sticker

VISIT US AT

www.ultraframe.co.uk

TRANSFORM  
A BASIC CONSERVATORY  
INTO SOMETHING SPECIAL

Create a room like feel, transform thermal performance and add extra style to 
create something individual with Ultraframe’s conservatory enhancements.

3869_Enhancements combi_ROLL OUT BANNER_850x2200_AW NP.indd   1 21/05/2018   15:39:07

INSTALLER LOGOCALL  0000 000000
VISIT US AT  www.website.co.uk

TRANSFORM  
A BASIC CONSERVATORY  
INTO SOMETHING SPECIAL

Create a room like feel, transform thermal performance and add extra style to create something 
individual with Ultraframe’s conservatory enhancements.

3869_Enhancements combi_consumer posters A1_AW.indd   1 21/05/2018   15:36:11

Create a room like feel, transform thermal performance and 
add extra style to create something individual with Ultraframe’s 
conservatory enhancements.

TRANSFORM A BASIC CONSERVATORY INTO 
SOMETHING SPECIAL

Super-insulated 
Columns 
Five times more 
thermally efficient than 
brick piers, these clever 
columns will reduce 
heating bills and make 
your conservatory cosy. 

Cornice 
Choose from four styles 
of Cornice to hide your 
guttering to create a 
smooth and stylish 
roofline.

Conservaglass 
Climate control, 
toughened, self cleaning 
double glazed safety 
glass, designed  to make 
Conservatories and 
Orangeries cosy and 
comfortable all year round. 

Insulated internal pelmet 
Quickly and easily adds a 
room like feel to a basic 
conservatory design. 
Insulated and fitted with 
speaker and lights, this 
clever pelmet allows you to 
enjoy a comfortable living 
area everyday and night. 

Central Lighting Panel 
Bring the inside of your 
new room to life by 
adding pendant or feature 
lighting at the ridge to 
deliver light over a dining 
table or add a statement 
to your living room. 

INSTALLER LOGO

3869_Enhancements combi_showroom 1500x700mm_AW.indd   1 21/05/2018   15:51:00

3869_Enhancements Ultraframe_275x85mmL van sticker_AW.indd   1 21/05/2018   15:52:56

A5 Leaflet holderA5 4 page leaflets

INSTALLER LOGO

Create a room like feel, transform thermal performance and add extra style to create 
something individual with Ultraframe’s conservatory enhancements.

TRANSFORM 
A BASIC CONSERVATORY 
INTO SOMETHING SPECIAL

A1 Posters

TRANSFORM  
A BASIC CONSERVATORY  
INTO SOMETHING SPECIAL

CALL  0000 000000
VISIT US AT  www.website.co.uk

INSTALLER LOGO

Create a room like feel, transform thermal performance and add extra style to 
create something individual with Ultraframe’s conservatory enhancements.

3869_Enhancements combi_6 sheet 1200x1800mm_AW.indd   1 21/05/2018   15:32:23
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Personalised marketing materials with your branding visit www.ultraframeonline.co.uk

CORNICE 
PRICING

Per linear metre
*see stocking 

policy for list of
3 tier flat Cornice 

(£) 
1 tier flat Cornice 

(Prestige) (£)
2 tier flat Cornice 

(£)
Cornice (Curved/

traditional) (£)

Standard Eaves
Stocked colours* 73.59 52.68 58.88 58.88
Bespoke colours 91.30 63.30 73.04 73.05

Structural eaves
Stocked colours* 81.12 60.20 66.40 66.40
Bespoke colours 99.38 71.38 81.16 81.16

UltraRoof
Stocked colours* 102.92
Bespoke colours 125.84

v4 May 2018, Prices are nett plus VAT

Price List - Retailers 
Job: 3569

Cornice

Prices effective from 28th May 2018 
All prices are £ sterling and exclude VAT. This publication is for guidance only. The Ultrafarme computer system 
is the final arbiter on price.

A decorative cornice adds style and shape to the roofline of any build. An easy upsell option that hides the gutter and 
bar ends. Now available four styles, the curved and the new flat cornices in 1, 2 and 3 tiers.

FEATURES
1 Standard Marley gutter sits inside
2  Eaves beam (Cornice is compatible with both standard and super duty)
3 Cornice middle section
4  Cornice lower section
5 Cornice upper section
6 Wire tie
7 Support bracket
8 Gutter bracket

1
3

4

5

6

7

8

Cornice
A decorative cornice adds style and shape to the roofline and is an easy upsell option that hides the gutter and bar ends. Cornice 
features in many of our brochures, and samples are available for all four styles. 

A4 Installation guideA4 Main retail brochure

Cornice 1 tier flatClassic Cornice model Cornice 2 tier flat Cornice 3 tier flat

A4 Price list
Note: Request a copy from 
marketing@ultraframe.co.uk

A5 Flash cards
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Conservaglass
When designing a conservatory, choosing the right specification of roof glass is crucial to the enjoyment and comfort. Conservaglass 
marketing materials can be used to explain the choices and benefits of performance glass to your customers. 

A4 Retail leaflet

Glass heat lamp

A4 Maintenance guide

Glass swatch sample

PLEASE PASS 

TO HOM
EOW

NER ONCE 

INSTALLATION IS COM
PLETE

 Installation & maintenance guidelines
Version 3 | AUGUST 2016

A4 Price list
Note: Request a copy from 
marketing@ultraframe.co.uk

Door / van sticker
3869_Enhancements conservaglass_400x115L van sticker_AW.indd   1 21/05/2018   15:53:22

Conservaglass Roof Glass Options
Version 9 | DEC 2015

Price List effective July 1st 2015. All prices quoted are in pound sterling and exclude VAT. 
Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of this price guide. However, the Ultraframe computer system is the final arbiter on price

Pitch Conversion Factor

Up to 12.5° - no factor

12.6 - 15° +4%

15.1 - 20° +6%

20.1 - 25° +10%

25.1 - 30° +15%

30.1 - 35° +21%

35.1 - 40° +30%

- 4m x 4m = 16m2

- Pitch 25° - add 10% for pitch factor (see table)

- 16m2 + 1.6m2 = 17.6m2

Pitch Factors and calculating your glazing area

Georgian with jack rafters   |   Size - 4m x 4m   |   Pitch - 25°

ULTRA83 Blue - our best performing roof glass EVER!

 One call gets it all
• Confidence by ordering from one source.

• No mis-measures, split responsibility or waiting for glass sizes.

• 5-7 day lead time.

• Specialist roof glass factories - we know shapes!

• Delivered to your premises or site.

• 10 year warranty.

All CONSERVAGLASS units are:
• True self cleaning.

• Keep out up to 83% of the suns heat energy.

• ‘U’ Values of 1.0 or 1.2.

• All units are 4-16-4 toughened, gas filled and come with black warm edge 

spacer as standard.

• Up to 3.59m long units in tier 1 Blue and Neutral. (See table below) Max 

length other specs is 3200mm.

CONSERVAGLASS PRICELIST

www.ultraframe.co.uk
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U - Design will calculate your exact price but use this ‘ready reckoner’ for an approximate price

Unit Length from 3590mm 3400mm 3200mm 3000mm Price (£/m²)

SMG Blue or Neutral Tier 1 790 790 790 1000 83.40

Oversize* Sealed Units

Check out our 

BEST PERFORMING roof glass

CONSERVAGLASS Sealed Unit Speci cation
Spec Tier Tier 4 Tier 3 Tier 2 Tier 1

Glass Specification ULTRA83 Blue Ultimate Blue 4S Blue 4S Neutral* 4S Aqua 4S Bronze Blue Neutral* Aqua Bronze

‘U’ value 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2

Solar Rejection % 83 80 72 71 78 66 60 60 72 51

Light Transmission % 25 27 41 37 32 42 52 45 39 52

UV Protection/Rejection % 90 90 86 82 90 89 83 78 92 86

Self Cleaning Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Warm Edge Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Gas (Argon) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Spacer (Black) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

24mm* (4-16-4) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

10yr Guarantee Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

   Nett Price (m2) 
   (Includes delivery 
   & energy surcharge)

77.76 61.76 58.06 58.06 61.76 61.76 55.60 55.60 59.30 59.30

*Neutral coating gives a slightly grey appearance.

CONSERVAGLASS

THE MOST INTELLIGENT ROOF GLASS EVER!

ROOF GLASS COLOUR GUIDE

www.ultraframe.co.uk

YEAR
GUARANTEE

KEEPS HEAT OUT 
IN SUMMER

RETAINS WARMTH 
IN WINTER

REDUCES 
FABRIC FADING

TRUE SELF 
CLEANING

TINTED TOUGHENED

Job No. 3114

Check out the amazing 
CONSERVAGLASS ULTRA83 BLUE
83% Solar rejection, the best roof glass ever!

Glass samples are single leaf, but illustrative of the finished roof tone, 
when assembled into a sealed unit products may appear slightly changed.

CONSERVAGLASS SMG AQUA

CONSERVAGLASS SMG BLUE

CONSERVAGLASS SMG NEUTRAL

CONSERVAGLASS SM BRONZE

CONSERVAGLASS SMG ULTRA83BLUE
The most intelligent roof glass ever!

www.ultraframe.co.uk



Make an impact in your showroom with bespoke graphics visit www.ultraframeonline.co.uk
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Super-insulated columns
Super-insulated columns provide solidity and thermal efficiency without the need for bricks. Five times more thermally efficient than 
brick, they are quicker to install too – a quick, easy, cost effective way to create stunning conservatories. orangeries and extensions 
that are cosy all year round. 

V4 | MAY 2018

PRICE LIST 
SUPER-INSULATED COLUMNS

A4 Price list
Note: Request a copy from 
marketing@ultraframe.co.uk

V7 | September 2018

SUPER-INSULATED COLUMNS 
SYSTEM OVERVIEW 
AND DESIGN GUIDE  

A4 Technical guide

V4 | January 2018

SUPER-INSULATED COLUMNS
FOUNDATION SETOUT POST 
INSTALLATION GUIDE

A4 Installation guideA4 Main retail brochure

A4 Electric radiant panel 
heater data sheet

A4 Electric radiant panel 
heater installation guide

Super-insulated column 
model sample

Super-insulated mini 
conservatory showroom model

A5 Flash card
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Insulated Internal pelmet
Ultraframe’s Insulated Internal pelmet is truly multi-functional, helping create a ‘room like’ feel in your conservatory and adding insulation 
where needed. The Insulated Pelmet is a steelwork ladder framework attached to the roof which provides the perfect housing for 
downlighters or cabling for speakers.

A4 Main retail brochure A4 Technical guide A4 Installation guide

V3 | APRIL 2018

FULL 
GLASS ROOFS 
SYSTEM OVERVIEW
AND DESIGN GUIDE

V7 | October 2018

INTERNAL INSULATED PELMET
Suitable for Quantal Aluminium Roof - See p2

INSTALLATION GUIDE

ROOF FITTERS: Ensure 
this guide is passed to 
your plasterer to ensure a 
quality install.

SEE p42 FOR GUIDANCE

Think bigger for more style, more space

conservatories & orangeries

3735_Con_oran_CORE retail_brochure 2018_36pp A4_AW.indd   1 15/02/2018   14:46:40

A4 Conservatories retail 
brochure

A4 Price list
Note: Request a copy from 
marketing@ultraframe.co.uk

Internal pelmet sampleA5 Flash cards

Livinroom Perimeter Ceiling (Prices are nett plus VAT)

• Create the look and feel of an orangery- at a value price point
• Can be used with windows, brick piers or Loggia columns
• Livinroom is fully configurable, 300 - 1200mm internal projection
• Improved solar / thermal performance (you can add mineral wool to improve 

thermals too)
• Livinroom & Cornice give a new look and feel to a standard conservatory 
 - more orangery feel
• Speedy installation - prefabricated pelmet kit supplied (not plasterboard)

Benefits

Projection* (mm)     Prices are nett, plus VAT

0 - 299 not available

300 - 599 £43.38LM

600 - 1200 £50.61LM

If the roof has bolsters, £18.95 each
additional charge per bolster.

Valley configuration/fabrication charge £131.63 each

* Internal frame to face of plasterboard. Base the price on the number of LM of eaves/boxgutters.

Prices effective from June 1st 2017.  
All prices are £ sterling and exclude VAT. This publication is for guidance only. 
The Ultrafarme computer system is the final arbiter on price.

Price List - Retailers v3 June 2017
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Browse our range of marketing materials visit www.ultraframeonline.co.uk

Ceiling fans

Central lighting panel

Colour
Colour plays an important part in the decision-making process 
when building a product from the ground up. Carefully chosen 
colours create a space that works best for your customer and 
their home. Most Ultraframe products are now available in 
bespoke colours, however the colour stick shows our standard 
colours. 

A4 Retail brochure

A4 Installation guide

Coloured foil stick

The central lighting panel adds 
an insulated electrical housing 
system to the centre ridge 
under-cladding of a glazed 
roof. This enables you to install 
lights in places where you 
otherwise wouldn’t be able to – 
ideal above a table for evening 
dining. 

The Ultraframe fan range offers 
a choice of stylish designs. The 
fans are supplied complete 
with lights, the option of a 
remote control and a choice of 
blade colours.

Installation Guide
Version 1 | Jan 2014

Mounting board for lighting
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Ultra Installer Scheme
We’re extremely proud that Which? the consumer champion, has approved our Ultra Installer 
Scheme. The scheme is one of very few services across the UK to carry the Which? Trusted 
Traders approved service ribbon endorsement logo.
The standards of Ultra Installers have always been high and this approved scheme with Which? Trusted Traders provides additional 
evidence for potential customers to choose an Ultra Installer. Our aims have not changed – we want to offer homeowners a range 
of local installers who offer high standards of installation and customer service. So, if you are an advocate of Ultraframe’s quality 
products and are passionate about customer service then we’d love for you to become a Which? Trusted Traders approved Ultra 
Installer.

By becoming a Which? Trusted Traders approved Ultra Installer, you will be able to use the approved ribbon logo on your marketing 
materials and website, but that’s not all you get. 
Below is a list of the benefits you would receive as an Ultra Installer:

• Use of the scheme logo incorporating the Which? Trusted Traders icon.
• Sales leads - generated via the Ultraframe website under the Which? Trusted Traders Approved Service.
• Use of Which? Trusted Traders specific Ultra Installer marketing materials.
• Your own page on the Ultraframe website and the Which? Trusted Trader website.
• Become a better business with specialist advice from the experts as part of your Which? Trusted Traders assessment.
• Access to the Which? Trusted Traders independent Alternative Dispute Resolution service - should anything go wrong.
• Use of the GGFi Insurance Backed Guarantee (IBG).

MEMBERSHIP 
CERTIFICATE

Julian Slade
Chief Executive

COMPANY: 

MEMBERSHIP UNTIL:

company name

00/00/00

3520_UF instal WHICH Certificate A4P BLANK NL AW.indd   1 27/04/2017   12:40:00

A4 Certificate

A5 Review cards

ULTRAFRAME AND WHICH? TRUSTED TRADERS RECOGNISE REPUTABLE AND TRUSTWORTHY 
TRADERS WHO SUCCESSFULLY PASS OUR RIGOROUS ASSESSMENT PROCESS, HELPING CONSUMERS 

TO FIND THE VERY BEST TRADESPEOPLE FOR CONSERVATORIES, ORANGERIES AND EXTENSIONS.

WHY CHOOSE AN ULTRA INSTALLER 
FOR YOUR PROJECT?

www.ultraframe.co.uk

Van stickers



Sign in today to see all our marketing materials visit www.ultraframeonline.co.uk
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t. 01200 452919   e. marketing@ultraframe.co.uk 
or contact your area sales manager.

Job No. 3858  Code: MSB001 Date: 02/19
It is Ultraframe’s policy to continually seek to improve 
its products, processes and service and we reserve 
the right to change specifications without prior notice. 
We have been trading since 1983  and strive to deliver 
unrivalled quality and service.


